Box 1:


Koch Photographs:

Connecticut
district of Columbia
illinois
Iowa
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts

Box 2:

Michigan
Missouri
Nebraska
New Jersey
New York
Ohio
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Dakota
Texas
Virginia
Wisconsin
France
Germany
Great Britain
Italy
Netherlands
Russia
Spain
A. Carnegie and unidentified

See the Index to Periodical Literature in the Field of Library Science, the card catalog, and A Book of Carnegie Libraries (New York, 1917) for Theodore Wesley Koch's use of Photographs of
United States and European libraries.

**Box 3:**


- Louisiana.
- North Carolina and Virginia.
- South Carolina.


A.L.A. Hoffman Annual Reading Trends, pop. 100,000-200,000; 200,000 - over.

Clara Louis Kessler Questionnaire on Juvenile Reading Interest, Bloomington 1946. (partially destroyed 12/13/66).

- F-L 1947.
- M 1947.
- N 1947.
- O-U 1947.
- W 1947.


Tabulations from Retirement Questionnaires 1949, A.L.A.

Building plans for the expansion of the Decatur Public Library 1930. (location VAR-43-1, OFF-11)

**Box 4:** (oversized box)

Carnegie Gifts for Libraries, U.S. Map

Oversized Koch Photographs, Norwalk, Connecticut, Photograph
Library of Congress, Washington, D.C., Photograph
Atlanta, Georgia, Floor Plans and Drawing
Boise, Idaho, Floor Plans and Drawing
Decatur, Illinois, Photographs
Rock Island, Illinois (?), Photograph
Fort Wayne, Indiana, Drawing and Photographs
Vinton, Iowa, Floor Plan
Boston Public Library Trustees Room, Massachusetts
Clinton, Massachusetts, Floor Plan
Frank Moore, Thesis, Public Library Plan, MIT, 1888
Boseman, Montana, Floor Plan
Dillon, Montana, Floor Plan
Great Falls, Montana, Floor Plan and Photograph
Miles City, Montana, Floor Plan
Fargo, North Dakota, Photographs, 1902
Valley City, North Dakota, Photographs
Temple, Texas, Drawing, 1903
Waukesha, Wisconsin, Floor Plans
Dawson, Yukon Territory, Photograph, 1904
Unidentified Libraries, Photographs

Box 5 (Oversize):

Building Plans for the Expansion of the Decatur Public Library